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ILGA recognises Pink Therapy as a main contributor to the international LGBT community.
A recent coup for Pink Therapy was its acceptance as a member of ILGA, the International Lesbian and Gay Association. This represents a new era
for Pink Therapy as a recognised promoter of queer rights
internationally.
ILGA was founded in 1978, and
since then have made focused
and coordinated steps in improving the state of LGBTI lives
across the world. They have
been responsible for a huge
number of conferences and
civil rights campaigns, and serious steps forward in equality
for sexual minorities (such as the
removal of homosexuality from the WHO list of diseases).
Membership with ILGA will allow Pink Therapy to not only spread its message of ‘Embracing Diversity’, but also increase publicity for the organisation. Furthermore, Pink
Therapy will augment the work of ILGA , strengthening this mutualistic partnership,
and ultimately benefiting the fight for equality.
"I was delighted that we were invited to apply for ILGA membership, it felt a significant
recognition of our international work and this will hopefully be a wonderful way to disseminate our articles to an international audience." was the response from Director of
Pink Therapy, Dominic Davies, whose consistent efforts have brought the organisation
into a new, esteemed standing.
Pink Therapy has joined what is now an association of almost 1000 members with the
objective of improving the lives of LGBTI people internationally.
ENDS
For further information regarding Pink Therapy’s membership, contact Dominic Davies
at dominic.davies@pinktherapy.com, and for all press enquiries contact

press@pinktherapy.com, or ring 07912326032
To learn more about ILGA, visit:
http://ilga.org/ilga/en/article/about_ilga
To see a chronology of ILGA’s achievements, go to:
http://ilga.org/ilga/en/article/mG6UVpR1
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